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Abstract

IPCC reports provide a synthesis of the state of the science in order to inform the international policy process. Th
made difficult by the presence of deep uncertainty in the climate problem that results from long time scales and co
This paper focuses on how deep uncertainty can be effectively communicated. We argue that existing schemes do an
job of communicating deep uncertainty and propose a simple approach that distinguishes between various levels of
understanding in a systematic manner. We illustrate our approach with two examples.To cite this article: M. Kandlikar et al.,
C. R. Geoscience 337 (2005).
 2004 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.

Résumé

Représentation et communication de l’incertitude profonde affectant les évaluations du changement climatique.Les
rapports du GIEC fournissent une synthèse de l’état de la science en vue de dégager des informations pertinentes po
politique internationale. Cette tâche est rendue difficile par l’incertitude profonde qui affecte le problème climatique p
de sa complexité et de ses grandes constantes de temps. L’article est focalisé sur la manière dont on peut effective
muniquer sur l’incertitude profonde. Nous démontrons que les schémas existants ne réussissent pas à le faire corre
proposons une méthode simple pour distinguer de manière systématique les divers niveaux de compréhension subje
approche est illustrée par deux exemples.Pour citer cet article : M. Kandlikar et al., C. R. Geoscience 337 (2005).
 2004 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction: The dilemmas of deep
uncertainty

An advisory group charged with the role of sum
marising scientific knowledge for policy purposes, t
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate change (IPC
faces a difficult challenge. As a scientific body t
IPCC needs to be true to the objective norms of
ence and scientific practice. Since credibility of IPC
assessments within the scientific community is a n
essary condition for its success, IPCC reports h
to assess as accurately as possible the current
of scientific knowledge as evidenced in the literatu
In its role as a policy advisory committee, howev
the IPCC goes beyond the routine bounds of scien
convention and provide asynthesisof the state of the
science in order to inform the UN Framework Co
vention on Climate Change. The inter-governmen
policy-making community, who is the client of th
IPCC reports, wants answers to questions that ob
tive science alone cannot answer. Yet, the relevanc
the IPCC hinges on the provision of such policy re
vant information.

To date, the IPCC has been reasonably succe
in navigating this tension between credibility of
science and relevance of its assessment. It has
so by instituting an assessment framework that is
produced’ by scientists, bureaucrats and policy m
ers[21,22]. It has also instituted a rigorous and tran
parent review process that involves both scientists
members of the policy community[6]. One area where
the IPCC has been less successful in meeting the
mand for policy relevant information is in the asse
ment and communication of uncertainties[19]. Some
of this lack of success is due to the very nature
the issue. There is deep uncertainty1 in the climate
problem that originates from the long time scales a
complexity. Further, there has historically been lit
debate within IPCC’s diverse inter-disciplinary scie
tific community on whether and how best to reas
about and communicate uncertainties.

There are two markedly different approaches to
certain reasoning. Those in the frequentist camp as
probabilities based strictly on observational coun

1 By deep uncertainty we mean uncertainty that results fr
myriad factors both scientific and social, and consequently is
ficult to accurately define and quantify.
e

l

So, in responding to the question “what is the cha
that it will rain tomorrow?”, frequentists restrict them
selves to historical data. A Bayesian on the other h
is likely to modify climatological predictions with ex
pert judgement, model predictions or other subjec
data in providing an answer to the same quest
Likewise, IPCC statements that the global average
face temperature has increased, over the 20th cen
between 0.4–0.8◦C, with a 95% confidence are clos
to the frequentist paradigm, while those that ventur
predict future outcomes of the same quantity use s
form of Bayesian reasoning.2

Formal consideration of uncertainty in the IPC
assessments that began with the Third Assessmen
port (TAR) largely followed a Bayesian paradigm.3 As
a part of the TAR process, Moss and Schneider[16]
wrote a guidance document that developed a com
schema for representing and communicating un
tainty in both quantitative and qualitative terms acr
all three working groups. The use of the schema in
TAR was mixed with some working groups (notab
WG-1) using it more often than others. There we
also criticism of the TAR for not “adequately trea
ing uncertainty in those conclusions that are most
portant for policy decision-making”[19]. Criticisms
notwithstanding, the Moss and Schneider propo
was successful in raising the profile of uncertainty
the IPCC process.

As the IPCC works to improve the representat
of uncertainty in the Fourth Assessment Report (AR
several issues on the role and nature of uncertainty
need to be addressed. Some of these are opera
and more or less limited to narrow issues of rep
sentation in IPCC documents: what is the best wa

2 Strictly speaking one can make projections without be
Bayesian, per se, for example, by not assigning any probability m
to future outcomes. However, the very act of future projection is
pendent on emissions scenarios that are inherently subjective.

3 Moss and Schneider[16] provided a subjective 5 unit sca
that mapped quantitative ranges of subjective confidence (0–
0.05–0.33, 0.33–0.67, 0.67–0.95, 0.95–1.0) to linguistic desc
tors of confidence (very low, low, medium, high, very high). T
IPCC TAR Working group one adapted this and created a 7 p
scale with slightly different terminology (exceptionally unlikel
very unlikely, medium likelihood, likely, very likely and virtually
certain) and quantitative ranges (0–0.01, 0.01–0.1, 0.1–0.33, 0
0.67, 0.67–0.9, 0.9–0.99, 0.99–1). Note that the first is a sca
confidence, whereas the latter is a scale of likelihood.
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define risk and uncertainty? Should all working grou
have a similar/common approach to communication
uncertainties? Should linguistic scales be used? If
how many levels of scales are best? These and o
similar questions have begun to be discussed in
emerging literature[5,15].

There is, as we describe below a more fundam
tal issue – a camel in the uncertainty tent – that
received less attention. In order to generate pol
relevant knowledge, the scientific community is wi
ingly or otherwise engaged in subjective analyses. P
jections and predictions used for policy analysis
corporate subjective knowledge making strictly f
quentist approaches difficult to sustain. Bayesian
proaches have become par for the course in the as
ment of risks in other areas of risk research and clim
is unlikely to be an exception. However, two persist
criticisms of the Bayesian approach going back to
earliest days remain[24] and are all the more salien
in climate-change assessment because of the pres
of deep uncertainty. The difficulty of coping with dee
uncertainty in a Bayesian framework manifests its
through two problematic assumptions:

• precision: the doctrine that uncertainty may
represented by a single probability or an una
biguously specified distribution;

• prior knowledge of sample space: the assump
that all possible outcomes (the sample space)
alternatives are known beforehand.

These issues raise questions that are epistemo
ical in nature and go to the heart of the scient
approach: how can scientists articulate, analyze
communicate uncertainties in the face of deep un
tainty and ignorance, i.e., when there is a profou
lack of understanding and/or predictability? How c
knowledge about scientific consensus or disag
ments be communicated in a manner that reflects
actual degree of consensus within the commun
How might one analyze and communicate uncerta
about uncertainty, i.e., what should be done wh
probabilities are imprecise?

This paper reflects on the latter set of questions
particular, we focus on how different levels of know
edge can be meaningfully represented so as to re
the range of incertitude from ignorance to partial ign
rance to uncertain knowledge. We argue that exis
-

e

-

schemes do an inadequate job of communicating a
deep uncertainty and propose a simple approach
distinguishes between various levels of subjective
derstanding in a systematic manner.

One way in which deep uncertainty can be form
ized is by using concepts of probability imprecisi
and ignorance. Thus, lessons for communicating
certainty in the face of probability imprecision an
ignorance are also likely to be useful for commu
cating deep uncertainty. Thus in Section2 we examine
the literature on decision making for insights copi
with ignorance and probability imprecision (ambig
ity). In Section3, we present examples from the c
mate change literature that attempt, in our view uns
cessfully, to communicate issues of deep uncerta
and ignorance. In Section4 we develop and demon
strate a methodology for representing deep uncert
ties. We end with a discussion of the implications
the IPCC.

2. Imprecise probability: ambiguity and
ignorance

Formal decision-making frameworks require t
explication of three quantities – an outcome variab
probability of that outcome variable, and utility of th
outcome variable.4 In typical decision models thes
quantities are precisely known. The decision theor
literature provides several analytical ways of cop
with imprecise probability (or ambiguity) that in it
most extreme form results in ignorance, i.e., the
ability to provide probability measures on regions
the sample space5 [3]. While these mathematical tec
niques provide the tools to address imprecision in p

4 For example, an outcome variable could be the change in
average monsoon rainfall over the Indian sub-continent by 2
each instantiation of the outcome variable would have a probab
mass associated with it, and the impact on the agricultural sy
could be utility of the outcome.

5 The simplest approach uses interval probabilities, where
probability of an outcome or variable can be specified using
interval range. Probability bounds methods extend this basic
proach. Dempster–Shafer theory recognizes that distinguishin
tween events using empirical evidence might be made diffi
by uncertainties in measurement. Formal Bayesian approache
low analysts to relax the requirement that prior distributions
likelihood function must be precisely specified, and the the
of imprecise probabilities represents uncertainty by closed,
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scriptive models, they tell us little about how impr
cise probability can be best communicated in pract
There is more success to be gained from descrip
approaches taken from the literature on psycholog
decision-making.

Empirical studies of how people deal with prob
bility imprecision have tended to focus on situatio
where probabilities are imprecise, but outcomes
utilities are known[13]. There are also some studi
that deal with imprecise utilities and partly known ou
comes[9], and very few studies that address sam
space ignorance. Though limited these studies pro
a few insights into human responses to imprecise p
ability, and help us in developing plausible strateg
for communicating imprecise probability and outcom
information. These insights are outlined below.

2.1. Ambiguity aversion

Ambiguity aversion refers to the observation th
people prefer an outcome whose probability is p
cisely specified to an outcome associated with
precise probability even when the two outcomes
identical in a rational sense. There is also strong
idence that ambiguity aversion is distinct from ri
aversion[3]. In other words, people tend to value r
duction in ambiguity for its own sake.

2.2. Conflict aversion

Smithson and colleagues have performed stu
that provide strong support for the hypothesis t
people prefer consensual but ambiguous assessm
to disagreeing but precise ones, and that they re
agreeing but ambiguous sources as more credib
disagreeing but precise ones[23]. Thus, communicat
ing the manner in which expert views are incorpora
into the IPCC may be as important as actual cho
of tools for uncertainty communication.

2.3. Ignorance aversion

Experimental psychology provides relatively fe
insights into how humans cope with sample sp
ignorance in decision-making. Fischhoff et al.[7]

vex sets of probability distributions. Further details can be see
http://ippserv.rug.ac.be/.
s

showed that people tend to underestimate proba
ities of ‘catch-all’ categories for outcomes. Tvers
and Koehler[25] have shown that unpacking a com
pound event into disjoint components tends to incre
the perceived likelihood of that event. Thus, in co
tradiction with the basic axioms of probability, mo
‘refined’ knowledge of an event might lead to grea
perceived probability of its outcome. While speci
insights from the study of ignorance aversion to
issue of uncertainty communication are sparse,
literature presents one broad insight – when comm
cating ignorance the level of detail (even not very re
vant detail) in information provided is important[24].

These three phenomena can be used to pro
some preliminary guidelines for how deep uncertai
might be communicated. Ambiguity aversion sugge
that care needs to be taken when providing inform
tion about imprecise probabilities. People are m
likely to make choices that depart from the ration
when confronted with imprecise probabilities. Thu
if deep uncertainty can be conveyed without exp
itly invoking imprecise probability, then people mig
be better able to rationally interpret that informatio
The presence of conflict aversion suggests that c
ful attention needs to be paid to the generative cau
of ambiguity, with implications for how ‘traceable a
counts’[16] for uncertainty assessments are produc
If ‘traceable accounts’ are produced from a consen
based process, they are more likely to be trusted ev
they convey less precision. Finally, ignorance avers
suggests that simple schemes that attempt to repre
uncertainty in a uniform manner across many differ
contexts (such as the Moss and Schneider scale)
lead to biases when depending on how much deta
presented in the information.

3. The difficulties of communicating probability
imprecision: two examples from the climate
change literature

The literature on representation of uncertainties
climate change does not explicitly recognize the is
of probability imprecision. However, there are exa
ples in the literature demonstrating how scientists
coping with deep uncertainties of climate change
invoking imprecision. In what follows we present tw

http://ippserv.rug.ac.be/
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such examples and argue why they may be inadeq
tools for communication.

3.1. Example 1

The IPCC TAR working group 1 report[12] present
a novel way of representing uncertainty in radiat
forcing from several sources. The diagram (sho
in Fig. 1) appears in both the technical summary
the scientific assessment and in the relevant cha
(Chapter 6).

Notice that the figure includes a “level of scie
tific understanding” (LOSU) index for each forcin
(high, medium, low and very low). These are subj
tive judgments “about the reliability forcing estimat

involving factors such as the assumptions necessary to
evaluate the forcing, the degree of knowledge of
physical/chemical mechanisms determining the fo
ing, and the uncertainties surrounding the quantita
estimate of the forcing”[1]. Where the same figure ap
pears elsewhere in the report we are also told that
uncertainty range specified here has no statistical
sis and therefore differs from terms used elsewher
the document”[18].

This figure encapsulates several of the dilemm
that scientists face in communicating deep uncerta
in IPCC reports. Clearly the authors were unco
fortable with providing statistical meaning to the u
certainty bounds presented inFig. 1, hence the dis
claimer that the range specified has no statistical ba
The LOSU scale provides a second layer of hedg

against interpretation of the uncertainty ranges by con-

od
alue, while
e
r bar and

le du globe,
iron 2000).
proposer

ite
t

Fig. 1. This figure is taken from the IPCC TAR. Global, annual-mean radiative forcings (W m−2) due to a number of agents for the peri
from pre-industrial (1750) to present (late 1990s; about 2000) The height of the rectangular bar denotes a central or best estimate v
its absence denotes no best estimate is possible. The vertical line about the rectangular bar with× delimiters indicates an estimate of th
uncertainty range, for the most part guided by the spread in the published values of the forcing. A vertical line without a rectangula
with ! delimiters denotes a forcing for which no central estimate can be given, owing to large uncertainties.

Fig. 1. Cette figure est empruntée au troisième rapport d’évaluation du GIEC. Forçages radiatifs moyennés sur un an et sur l’ensemb
découlant d’un certain nombre de facteurs depuis la période préindustrielle (1750) jusqu’à l’époque actuelle (fin des années 90, env
La hauteur des rectangles indique la valeur centrale ou la meilleure estimation, l’absence de rectangle indiquant l’impossibilité de
une meilleure estimation. La barre verticale sur un rectangle, délimitée par des×, indique une estimation de la marge d’incertitude, fa
essentiellement sur la base de la dispersion des forçages publiés. Une barre verticale sans rectangle et limitée par des! dénote un forçage, don
la valeur moyenne ne peut être indiquée en raison d’incertitudes trop importantes.
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veying an added level of imprecision. From the p
spective of a policy analysis such communication
not very useful. First, there is no guidance on how
interpret the uncertainty range. Indeed no statistica
terpretation of the range is provided. Further, eve
an analyst were bold enough to use his own sub
tive judgment and ascribe a probabilistic interpretat
to a forcing agents range, the “very low” LOSU sca
for 75% of the agents makes it hard to make a con
tent interpretation. More generally, with the except
of forcing agents with high LOSU levels, such rep
sentations of uncertainty are very difficult to interpr
This form of representing uncertainty introduces i
precision at multiple levels – first, by not providin
a probability based interpretation of radiative forci
of agents ambiguity is created; and second by pro
ing the LOSU scale as a hedge further incertitud
introduced. Some of this imprecision is unavoidab
especially when scientific information needed to ma
more definitive statements does not exist. Yet as
demonstrate in Section4 it is possible to cope with
deep uncertainty in a way that makes appropriate
terpretation possible.

3.2. Example 2

In a recent paper, Allen et al.[2] present an ap
proach where they attempt to separate the ‘object
likelihood of an event or variable and the subject
‘confidence’ associated with event/outcome/variab
Their rationale for doing this is as follows:

No consistent distinction was made in the TA
between statements of confidence, reflecting
degree of consensus across experts or mode
groups regarding the truth of a particular stateme
and statements of likelihood, reflecting the asses
probability of a particular outcome or that a sta
ment is true. This needs to be resolved in AR
because we need to communicate the fact tha
may have very different levels of confidence in v
ious probabilistic statements.

They propose a two-stage assessment of un
tainty that uses an objective likelihood assessment
fined as probability that statement is true) for the fi
stage followed by a subjective confidence assessm
– defined as degree of agreement or consensus am
t
g

experts and modelling groups – for the second. Al
et al. choose two statements “A” and “B” to make th
case. According to the authors both statements h
the same likelihood, i.e., both are considered lik
on an objective scale, but they cannot be ascribed
same levels of subjective confidence since the c
clusion A will not change by much with new know
edge and models, whereas conclusion B will certa
change as better data and knowledge become a
able. Such an approach it is also argued “will co
municate the fact that we may have very different l
els of confidence in various probabilistic statemen
The approach is an attempt to separate frequentis
Bayesian views, where the objective likelihood d
has a presumed frequentist basis, while the confide
data is strictly subjective. It is also another way
communicating ambiguity with regards to the prob
bility of outcomes.

There are several problems with representation
uncertainty that attempt to separate objective and
jective assessments. For one,all likelihood outcomes
(of high, medium or low likelihood) with alow sub-
jective confidencecannot be interpreted in a quantit
tive manner. Part of the problem with the approach
that likelihood and confidence cannot be cleaved ap
Likelihoods contain implicit confidence levels. Whe
an event is said to be extremely likely (or extrem
unlikely) it is implicit that we have high confidenc
It would not make any sense to declare that an ev
was extremely likely and then turn around and say
we had low confidence in that statement. For exam
if we declare that it is extremely likely to rain tomo
row, but then say that we have very low confiden
in that statement, that would lead to a state of con
sion. People would rightly ask us how we could g
such a high (near certain) likelihood to an event ab
which we profess to have little understanding. If w
say there is a 99% chance of rain, which implies t
we are nearly certain it is going to rain, which mea
that we must have high confidence, never low.

Thus an uncertainty scheme that separates lik
hood and confidence is ripe to contradict itself a
sow confusion. One cannot meaningfully combin
high likelihood with a low confidence. As noted abov
all combinations of likelihood with low confidenc
ratings are problematic. Exactly what does it me
to provide a quantitative likelihood estimate with t
statement that one has very low confidence in the e
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mate? One can presume that this would create a
nundrum for analysts that may lead them to av
low confidence combinations. This would result in
bias toward expressing results with higher confiden
since it is meaningful to present only statements a
ciated with high confidence.

In theory, there are an infinite number of sta
ments with low confidence and choosing among th
for presentation to policy makers will be very d
ficult! Thus issues of deep uncertainty are likely
be sidelined using such an approach. Further, as
demonstrate in the following section, there are way
present uncertain information at multiple levels of a
straction. Choosing a two stage likelihood-confiden
approach independent of context might result in
scriptions of deep uncertainty that are less informa
than what is possible given current scientific und
standing.

4. An alternative methodology for representing
deep uncertainty

In this section, we present an alternative appro
to representing deep uncertainty. The method is
signed to allow for the expression of qualitative ev
uations of uncertainty in situations in which the lev
of precision does not support fully quantitative ev
uations. We present the method as a series of s
designed to elicit information about uncertainty at
appropriate level. The method also asks assesso
justify the choices they have made in order to ma
the reasoning and context as transparent as possib

The sequence of steps starts out by asking whe
the variable or outcome in question can be represe
in fully quantitative manner via a probability distribu
tion. If this is possible, then there is no need to proc
further, since a reliable probability density functio
(pdf) conveys much more information than any of t
steps that follow. In practice however, many variab
assessed by the IPCC cannot be represented rel
by a pdf. Thus, it is necessary to have more coa
means of representing the uncertainty as well. Suc
sive steps in the method relax the level of precis
with which the variable is known, descending dow
to a state of effective ignorance. While it may be ra
to categorize an outcome according to complete
,

norance, it is important to allow for the possibility
some degree of ignorance.

In any assessment process, information is sou
about a range of variables and processes. In some
we seek to characterize the value of something
is effectively static (e.g., climate sensitivity). In oth
cases we seek to characterize changes to a parti
variable, say at some point in time (e.g., the glo
temperature change at 2100), or in response to o
changes (e.g., the response of the storm tracks t
increase in greenhouse gases). In the former cas
are seeking the value of an effectively static pheno
enon and it does not make sense to speak of trend
this case the value is characterized below on a s
from pdf (highest level of precision), bounds (wh
the uncertainty range can be characterized), first
der estimate (order of magnitude estimate of valu
through to a set of qualitative estimates of the s
(positive/negative) of the value [‘expected sign’, ‘a
biguous sign’]. For positive definite quantities (e.
GDP), it does not make sense to speak of a ‘sig
in which case these categories can be skipped in
schema below. For static quantities that are not p
tive definite the sign categories do apply, as they r
resent levels of precision coarser than specifying
actual numerical value.

The final category in the scheme is ‘effective ign
rance’ (lowest level of precision), which would app
when too little is known about a quantity to reasona
specify a value or sign. For quantities that are und
going some form of change, we have used the t
‘trend’ to refer to the direction of the change in t
schema.

A detailed outline of each of the categories
the schema (adapted from[20]) follows. The method
starts by asking for a definition of the variable a
context in which it is used, then follows with guide
steps in classifying the uncertainty, proceeding fr
highest- to lowest-precision level.

4.1. Full-probability density function (robust,
well-defended probability distribution)

Is it reasonable to specify a full probability distri
ution for the outcome? If yes, specify the distributio
Justify your choice of 5th and 95th percentiles. A
there any processes or assumptions that would c
them to be much wider than you have stated? If so,
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scribe and revise. If you cannot provide justificatio
for why you consider the 5th and 95th percentiles to
fairly robust, then move to a lower precision catego
Justify your choice of shape for the distribution. W
did you reject alternative shapes? If you are not co
dent of the shape of the distribution, consider spec
ing bounds only.

4.2. Bounds (well-defended bounds)

Is it reasonable to specify bounds for the distr
ution of the outcome? If yes, specify 5th and 95
percentiles. The choice of 5th/95th percentiles is
convention. Other ranges 10th/90th could also be u
by different research communities as long as
choice is made clear. Can you describe any proce
or assumptions that could lead to broader/narro
bounds? If so, describe and revise. If you need to
scribe alternative bounds for cases with and with
surprising outcomes for example, then do so. Rem
ber that a 5/95% bounds should have about a 1
chance of being wrong, not too much more, not
much less. If you are not confident that the boun
are reasonably close to the right spot, then cons
a less precise way to describe the outcome. If you
confident, then specify your 5/95 bounds and your r
soning for placing them where you did.

4.3. First-order estimates (order of magnitude
assessment)

Whether you were able to specify bounds or n
you may be able to specify the first-order estimate
that outcome or variable. If appropriate, specify a
justify your choice of a first-order estimate, indica
ing the main assumptions behind the value given
specifying a value, do not report more precision th
is justified. For example, if the value is only known
a factor of two or an order of magnitude, then repor
in those terms. Note that we have not specified in de
here the precision with which the first order estim
should be given. Some leeway is appropriate to fit
available precision and context. In some cases, pow
of ten may be appropriate;6 in other cases more nu
anced scales may be used so long as they are dec

6 Order of magnitude refers to the smallest power of a b
number (most often 10) required to represent a quantity. Thus,
d

and justified. The estimate given should be ‘robust
assumptions in the sense that variation of assumpt
would not place the value of the variable in a differe
first-order category.

4.4. Expected sign or trend (well-defended trend
expectation)

While it may not be possible to place reliab
bounds on the expected change in a variable, we
still know something about the likely trend. Can y
provide a reasonable estimate of the sign or trend
crease, decrease, no change) of the expected cha
If so, give the expected trend and explain the reas
ing underlying that expectation and why changes
the opposite sign or trend would generally not be
pected. Describe also any conditions that could lea
a change in trend contrary to expectations. It is reas
able to include in this category changes which hav
fair degree of expectation, but which are not certa
The distinction between this category and the follo
ing one is that the arguments for the expected cha
should be significantly more compelling or likely tha
those for a contrary change. If the arguments tend
wards a more equal footing, then the following sect
(ambiguous sign) is more appropriate.

Note that we have not specified a precise num
cal threshold or range to use to discriminate betw
the expected sign and ambiguous sign categories.
use of terms such as “more compelling or likely” a
“equal footing” above leave open ambiguity from li
guistic imprecision – different people will interpr
those terms differently. This kind of linguistic amb
guity can be countered to some degree by specify
numerical thresholds, which would run contrary to t
fact that one does not have sufficient precision to m
quantitative judgements in this category. Rather,
must try to counter linguistic ambiguity here by art
ulating the reasoning on which the judgements for
or the next category are made.

quantitiesα andβ that are within about a factor of 10 of each oth
are considered to be of the same order of magnitude. A com
approach is to define order of magnitude O(n) to be all numbers be
tween 10n−0.5 to 10n+0.5. In order of magnitude assessment, t
range has no specific statistical interpretation.
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4.5. Ambiguous sign or trend (equally plausible
contrary trend expectations)

In many cases, it will not be possible to outline
definitive trend expectation. There may be plausi
arguments for a change of sign or trend in either dir
tion. If that is the case, state the opposing trends
outline the arguments on both sides. Note key un
tainties and assumptions in your arguments and
they may tip the balance in favour of one trend dir
tion or the other.

4.6. Effective ignorance (lacking or weakly plausib
expectations)

In most cases, we know quite a bit about the o
come variable. Yet despite this, we may not kn
much about the factors that would govern a cha
in the variable of the type under consideration.
such, it may be difficult to outline plausible argumen
for how the variable would respond. If the argume
used to support the change in the variable are so w
as to stretch plausibility, then this category is app
priate. Selecting this category does not mean tha
know nothing about the variable. Rather, it means
our knowledge of the factors governing changes in
variable in the context of interest is so weak that
are effectively ignorant in this particular regard. If th
category is selected, describe any expectations,
as they are, and note problems with them. Note
in some cases a variable may be unpredictable, e
though we know a lot about it and about the fact
that govern changes in it. If that is so, it would no
mally not be classified here, but under ‘ambiguo
sign or trend’, since we would be able to give plau
ble arguments. This category applies when knowle
of factors governing changes is low and plausibility
justifications for change is weak.

The sequential method above aims to ensure
estimates are given in the appropriate quantitative
non-quantitative form and are accompanied by the
soning and justification for the choice of precisi
made. There is no attempt here to typologize un
tainty, but to make sure that what is communicate
at a level of precision that is appropriate. The asse
must exercise some degree of judgment in selec
which category to represent a given variable. This
an inevitable concomitant of any method for portra
ing uncertainty. The key point is that the reasoning
selecting a particular category should be articulate
that it is clear on what basis the choice was made.

4.6.1. Example 1a
In the following example, we apply the seque

tial method to the radiative forcing example outlin
in Section3. Some of the radiative forcing variable
shown inFig. 1 would be specified near the top (hig
precision) category in the above schema and s
would be specified in lower precision categories. T
greenhouse gas forcing (leftmost bar) is fairly w
characterized and could be represented by a pdf.
uncertainty bounds given in the figure span only
published values in the literature. By specifying a p
here, more information could be conveyed as to the
tual uncertainty of this value.

Moving across to sulphate forcing, the level of s
entific understanding is ranked as ‘low’ in the figu
Trying to specify a pdf for this variable would be di
ficult as there just is not enough information about
relative likelihoods of this variable spanning a ran
of values. Using a pdf here would be tantamoun
creating information where it does not exist.

Stepping down the schema from the pdf categ
the next choice is to provide 5 and 95% confiden
bounds. This judgement would be up to the assess
but the bounds would need to be justified if used. T
is, arguments would need to be given as to why the
phate forcing could not reasonably take values m
outside the given range. Failing confidence in the a
ity to specify bounds, a first order estimate (order
magnitude) could be given without bounds, or els
sign estimate could be given. The sign estimate wo
presumably be no cruder than the first sign categ
(expected sign), since there would be good argum
as to why the sulphate forcing would likely be neg
tive.

For the remaining forcing values in the figure, t
level of scientific understanding is rated as very lo
This would seem to rule out the first three precis
categories (pdf, bounds, first-order estimate) for e
of these variables. Indeed, the IPCC figure caption
dicates that the uncertainty is so high that first or
estimates would be difficult to given for some of the
variables. Thus, these variables would be in one
the two sign categories (expected, ambiguous) or
effective ignorance category. For example, the ra
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given for mineral dust inFig. 1 spans positive an
negative forcing values, this implies that it might
in the ambiguous sign category. An articulation of t
strengths and weaknesses of the mineral dust estim
would help to place it in the appropriate category a
to communicate more uncertainty information to t
reader than just the notion that bounds or first-or
estimates cannot be given.

Note that the bounds implied for mineral dust (a
other variables in the ‘very low’ scientific understan
ing category) are probably not very robust. They
not supposed to be 5/95 confidence bounds and w
not stand up to much scrutiny if they were. Howev
the impression is conveyed by the figure that they
bounds. Thus these variables may be conveyed
with more precision than is warranted.

The radiative forcing figure illustrates that pure
quantitative uncertainty estimates such as pdfs do
provide enough range or scope for representing un
tainty at the level of precision of many of the va
ables dealt with by the IPCC. The confidence based
LOSU associated with most of the estimates in the
diative forcing figure is ‘very low’, implying the nee
for more qualitative means of representing uncertai
We now turn back to our second example of the pa

4.6.2. Example 2a
In the previous section (Section3) we showed how

a two-stage likelihood/confidence approach propo
by Allen et al. is likely to create confusion and bi
in the reporting of results. These difficulties are p
ticularly salient when communicating issues of de
uncertainty. Below we apply in turn the sequent
method developed earlier to statements A and B in
Allen et al.’s paper[2].

Statement A: “anthropogenic warming is likely t
lie in the range0.1–0.2◦C per decade over the ne
few decades under the IS92a scenario.”

Statement B: “it is likely that warming associate
with increasing greenhouse gas concentrations
cause an increase in Asian summer monsoon pre
itation.”

Statement A provides a quantitative projection
the decadal trend in the global mean surface air t
perature over the next 50 years assuming the IS
scenario. There are several model assessments o
quantity that depends primarily on the uncertainties
the medium term response (∼10–50 years) of the cli
s

s

mate system to increases in greenhouse radiative
ing specified in the IS92a scenario (see Fig. 5 in[1]).
Since projections of future global mean temperat
has been a subject of much research it is reason
to expect that pdfs for this quantity could be provide
For example, variability in modelling results could
used to provide a probability density function for t
trend. However, if a full-blown pdf cannot be pr
vided – for example, due to difficulties in assess
the radiative forcing contribution of different aeroso
– analysts could provide statistically meaningful up
and lower bounds for the trend. If defensible boun
(5/95%) cannot be provided, then an order of mag
tude assessment can be made.7 In the event that or
der of magnitude assessments cannot be provided
procedure may end with a positive trend expectat
There is broad agreement that decadal tempera
trends will be positive, and this quantity is unlikely
have an ambiguous trend.

Statement B, on the other hand, has higher
certainty. For example, Model assessments show
comes ranging from+20% to−20% changes in pre
cipitation during the monsoon in South Asia by 21
assuming a 1% increase in CO2 concentrations[8].
Similarly, precipitation during the rainy season
Southeast Asia is predicted to change by−5 to 15%.
Model predictions of precipitation are highly unce
tain and contingent on model dependent processes
uncertain parameterizations. Thus, some analysts
find it difficult to provide a pdf or a 5/95% range, esp
cially if their trust in the ability of models to accurate
predict the phenomena is low. Communicating the
propriate level of uncertainty might be better achiev
for Asian monsoon predictions by examining the s
of the change – expected and ambiguous.

Assuming that the physics of the Asian monsoo
well enough understood the sign of the change co
either be in the expected or ambiguous categorie
chance of an increase in precipitation is judged to
greater than a decrease, then the expected sign is
tive. On the other hand, if there were equally plausi
mechanisms by which the change in the Asian m
soon could be judged to be either positive or negat

7 For example, the trend for decadal warming range could
between 0.03 to 0.3◦C/decade – which is the range for order
magnitude−1 (base 10). The implicit assumption here is that en
probability mass lies within the range provided.
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then the sign would be ambiguous. The model ran
here suggest a classification in the ambiguous sign
egory.

With the above schema, there is sufficient sco
and resolution to characterize different levels of unc
tainty in quantitative and qualitative terms. Variab
for which subjective pdfs and bounds can be justifia
provided are accommodated using the normal re
sentations of statistics – pdfs, statistically defined c
tral tendencies and bounds. For other variables, pa
ularly those with deep uncertainty, one can grade
uncertainty in a manner that conveys more of the
ance of the actual level of understanding and precis
Variables and outcomes that have deep uncertainty
be more meaningfully represented order of magnit
assessments, and with the analysis of signs or tre
or by an acknowledgement of effective ignorance.

5. Conclusions

The discussion on the communication of unc
tainty in the IPCC has been stimulated in large p
by Moss and Schneider[16]. The Moss and Schne
der schema of converting quantitative uncertainty
qualitative language works well for outcomes who
likelihood is well characterized. However, the stu
of climate change is plagued by existing knowled
gaps and uncertain futures, which taken together,
result in deep uncertainty. In this paper we have m
case for, and presented a sequential process, that
not treat all uncertain variables as statistically qu
tifiable, and provides a mechanism for communicat
uncertainty at a level appropriate to existing sci
tific understanding. Like most proposals put forwa
to represent uncertainty our proposal is also likely
face some criticisms. Below we try to anticipate so
of these criticisms and provide responses. We fol
this up with a discussion on the difficulties of standa
ization in representing uncertainty in scientific fiel
in the IPCC.

One possible criticism of the decision process
propose is that it does not provide a quantifiable
consistent representation of uncertainty needed
policy decisions. This criticism is not without mer
since transparent communication of uncertainty wo
appear to demand simple “one size fits all” rules. U
like the Moss and Schneider proposal that requires
,

s

quantification of all confidence measures in a unifo
way, our schema is more circumspect. It acknowled
the existence of ignorance, the difficulties in conv
ing imprecise probabilities, and divides the varia
space into many types – some described by p
through those whose sign can be determined to th
which we are largely ignorant about. In doing so,
choose a more contextual assessment of uncert
over one that is simple, consistent and allows in
comparison. We could also be accused of “havin
both ways” – i.e., we choose to be Bayesian when
think that science allows it, and choose a different
more qualitative schema otherwise.

Our response to these criticisms is both philoso
ical and practical. Philosophically speaking, our a
proach attempts to circumvent what we see is a c
tral problem with a full Bayesian approach – copi
with imprecise probability and ignorance. When fac
with deep uncertainty, analysts should have the
tion of responding with statements such as “we j
do not know” or “we can only assess the sign of t
outcome/trend”, rather than producing a consisten
sponse to communicating confidence across the e
assessment. From a policy perspective such statem
might be more useful than introducing illusory pre
sion, or as described in Section3, providing contradic-
tory low-confidence assessments and likelihoods w
faced with deep uncertainty. In practical terms, our
proach helps scientists cope with uncertainty at
level of comfort appropriate to the state of knowled
For example, rather than using confusing two-level
certainty communication mechanisms our schema
timizes the fit between uncertainty representation
level of knowledge.

Coping with uncertainty and communicating its e
fects on findings are fundamental acts in the prac
of science. As pointed out by Meyers, “scientists m
stay within a certain consensus to have anything
say to members of [their] discipline, but must al
have a new claim to make to justify publication”[17].
These are conflicting objectives, and scientists o
hedge and add uncertainty to their conclusions[4]. As
pointed out by Hyland[11], hedges are a crucial mea
of presenting new scientific information in research
ticles.

Latour and Woolgar[14] analyzed scientific con
clusions as statement types that range from very s
ulative conclusions (type 1) to well-accepted fa
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(type 5). As a scientific argument progresses over t
and becomes accepted, it moves from type 1 to typ
and the degree of uncertainty shifts from high to l
uncertainty. As Horn[10] notes: “Type 1 statemen
tend to be ungrounded, and typically occur at the
of a research article or in private discussion. Typ
statements are tentative suggestions that require
ther research. Type 3 statements are qualified a
tions that are being argued. Type 4 statements are
cepted in the scientific field, and are commonly fou
in textbooks. Finally, type 5 statements are accep
knowledge, do not have any qualifiers, and are usu
implicit between scientists and made explicit only
outsiders; it is unlikely that one would find a type
statement in a research article.” Scientific debate is
cused around Type 2 and Type 3 statements, w
have varied amounts of hedging. What is critical
note is that the amount of hedging in a statement
be varied using different linguistic strategies that
fluence the certainty of conclusions.

Scientific assessments with explicit policy ma
dates like the IPCC face the difficult task of being tr
to the science, while being relevant to policy. This s
up an inherent tension in the communication of unc
tainty. On the one hand, nuanced and context-spe
hedging of results and findings is an important too
science and is routinely used in the communication
new scientific knowledge. A vast majority of the IPC
conclusions are either Type 2 or Type 3 stateme
in the Latour and Woolgar typology[14], precisely
the zone where hedging, qualifiers and other lingui
strategies for the communication of uncertainty p
an important role. On the other hand, the world
policy-making demands that uncertain information
communicated in a simple consistent manner. IP
scientists will need to find new ways of coping as th
negotiate these (often) contradictory demands. T
both examples presented in Section3, can be viewed
as scientists’ ways of developing new hedging stra
gies in the face of demand for consistent informat
on uncertainty.

It is unlikely that the IPCC will be fully able to
bridge the gap between scientific discourse with
conditional conclusions and hedged statements,
a policy world that demands simplified and unifor
representations. Our proposed schema is a hybrid
tween these worlds – incorporating definitive quan
tative evidence where available, while allowing s
-
-

entists to hedge their conclusions through qualita
means. By allowing for degrees of ignorance in co
municating uncertainty we can attain a more accu
and open representation.
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